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Hung jury concludes mock rape trial
egan Block
Jessica Coder
Stieff
Approximately 300 students, faculty,
adminstrators and high school students gathered in the University Ballroom to watch the
prosecution of a mock date-rape case Tuesday. The mock trial followed a mock arrest
Thursday.
The trial ended in a hung jury. Four of the
jury members said the accused was not guilty,
four found the accmed guilty and four were
undecided. All six jury alternates had a unani-

mous vote of guilty. However, the jury alternates' votes didn •t count.
"Friends" of Damian Guevara, finance junior, (accused) and Kimberly Kelsey, junior
from McAllen, (victim) served as witnesses
as to what happened during the night of the
alleged rape. Other witnesse., were Delma
Lopez, UTPA police officer, and Dr. Beth
Wichman, E.R. Doctor.
According to Kelsey, she and Guevara had
a few drinks that night. They started off just
kissing. Before she knew it Guevara was
holding her down on the couch forcefully and
had sexual intercourse with her despite her
resistance.

Guevara. however, insisted it was Kelsey
that pushed herself on him, and he could not
see any reason for the harsh charges bought
against him.
The presidingjudgewas thchonorablcLinda
Reyna Yanez. Prosecuting Attorney was Assistant D.A. Alma Gana. and Defense Attaney was Petf'J' Thaddeus. Garza circulated
pictures ofa bruisedKimberly Kelsey amongst
the jury.
When asked why areal judge and attmleys
were used fer the mock trial, Garza said. "So
that students can get the feeling of being in a
real court room, and what is going to happen
to them if they ever end up in this type of

situation."
The trial had not been acted out prior to
Tuesday afternoon. The actas and lawyers
were only told the general scenario, and the
rest wa., imposed on the scene.
"As the role of the victim, I had no idea as
to what the defense and witnesses were going
to do," Kelsey said. "I had to meet with my
'roommate' and 'doctor.'
She also said that she learned more about
actual date rapes simply by talking to the
people she worked on this project with.
"Having to actually have an attorney defend me, even though it was all mock, I got
worried a little," Guevara said "I realized that

See tr/al p. 8

Election
applications
due March 28

lice
search
for crime·
witness
Omar Gonzalez
Managiltg Edllor

A candidate for undergraduate.·student

Regan Block
Police are looking for a Hispanic female
around the age of 30-40 years old who
witnessed an attempted rape in lot G on
Sunday, Feb. 26. Police are asking her to
come forward and give information
pertaining to the attack.
The victim, a 21-year-old UTPA
sophomore, was en route to the Academic
Services Building at approximately 3:30
p.m. when she was attacked in Lot G,
located near University Drive and 4th St,
Howard Miller, chief of police, said.
"The individual attempted to sexually
assault his victim; however, he was startled
because of the witness and fled," he said.
The attacker was seen as a dark
complected male of approximately 6 ft.,
weighing about 200 pounds and a muscular
build. He was wearing a ski mask,white tshirt and jeans and was last seen running
south in lot G heading toward University
Drive, Miller said.
If the criminal is prosecuted for the third
degree felony, he could be facing charges
of2-10 years in prison and a$10,000 fine
or both, Miller said.
All witness identities will be protected
and there is a reward if the criminal is
convicted. Anyone with information call
381-2739 and ask for Corporal Delma
Lo z.

when a situation like this happens, each person, both the victim and the accused, has to be
in control of himself. I've also lcamcd that no
one should ever be sexually assaulted."a hllllg
jury. There were a variety of guilties, not
guilties, and undecideds that prevented the
jury from reaching a conclusion "beyond a
reasonable doubt"
Guevara had been arrested the Thursday
before the trial. He was taken away, and the
entire crowd motivated the police officers at
the scene by cheering and clapping.
Many students at the Snack Bar thought the

senator shall be a student enrolled at UTPA
for no less than one long semester or two

Stoff

The Pan American/David Waltz

Dallnda Gonzalez, UPB vice president, Is up to her chest In Spring Break
survlval kits. UPB staffers helped stuff hundreds of bags thst wlll be
distributed today at the LRC lobby. Some lucky kits WIii contain CDs.

Campus Elections will be held on
WednesdayandThursday,Apql5&6. About
six positions are available in various student
organizations. The number of positions of
Student Senators is pending on enrollment
Prospective candidates started filing on March
8, and the deadline for submitting applications
is at 4 p.m.at 4 p.m. March 28 in UC 205.
Two positions are open in the Student
Government Association, the offices of
president and vice president
The offices of president and vice president,
and directorate member at large of the
University Program Board are open.
The Student Publications Committee has
two available positions.
Qualifications for those persons interested
in running for a SGA positions are as follows:
• The president and vice president shall be
students enrolled at UTPA fcx- no less than one
long semester or two summer sessions at time
of filing,
• The president and vice president shall
each have a minimum cumulative GPA of2.5
at the time they file, and cannot be on
disciplinary probation,
• candidates for president and vice President
must have completed at least 30 semester
hours at the time of filing.

consecutive summer sessions, shall have a
minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 at the time
of filing, and shall not be on disciplinary
probation. Exceptfor senators-at-large, student
senators must be enrolled in the college or
school that they represent at the time of filing.
All undergraduate student senators must be
registered must be registered for at least six
semester hours and all graduate Student
Senatas must be registered for at least three
semester hours at the time of filing.
Each undergraduate college and school shall
have one senator for each 800 undergraduate
students enrolled, to be elected by the students
enrolled in each undergraduate college or
school.
Graduate students shall have one senator
for each 800 students enrolled in graduate
school. Enrollment figures from the preceding
fall semester shall be used to determine the
number of Senators each college or school
shall for the following year.
Each undergraduate college, school, and
the graduate student body shall be allowed at
least one senator. Four students shall serve as
senators-at-large.
The qualifications for candidates the
University Program Board are as follows:

Campus group promotes a safe Break
Omar Gon:zalez
Maugi,tg &lilor
It's that time of the year

again.. .SPRING BREAK. Students

arc all psyched up to go off to South
Padre Island and spend theenlire week
away from civilization. Along with
this celebration comes endless beer
drinking and parties till dawn. Oh
yes, Spring Break .•. the most
wonderful time in your life, or is it?

Some students will be leaving the
Valley for Spring Break and heading
out to San Antonio or Austin.
"I'll be going to San Antonio to
visit some relatives," Carlos Rene
Del.eon, freshman, said. "If I go to
the beach it will be to sec some of the

concerts."
Other students, however, will be
spending Spring Break at the beach.
"As soon as we get there, we're
heading out to the clubs," Melissa

Vasquez,joumalismsophomore, said
"We've all rented a beach house and
some of my friends will be falling
asleep drinking and waking up
drinking."
Students are warned to be careful if
they are going to engage in heavy
drinking.
"Students develop a sense of
immortality when they have too much
to drink," Deborah Sullivan, director
of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Program,said. '°Tbeydon 'tknowwhat
theirdoingand usually windup hurting
themselves <X' someone else."
A new phenomenon which has

recently emerged is binge drinking.
Students engage in drinking large
quantities of beer in short amounts of
time.
"We encourage students not to
engage in binge drinking," Sullivan
said. "They can becomeso intoxicated
that they don 'tknow what their doing."

Military Day offers glimpse of Army
The Reserve Officers Training Corp
(ROTC), in conjunction with the
Texas NationalGuard, will beholding
their first annual Military Day from 9
a.m.to2 p.m. March21 at the Science
Quad.
According to Capt Nick Gonzales,
ROTC enrollment officer, Military
Day was created to make students
aware of the different career
opportunities that are available within
the Army from the infantry unit to the
medical field as well as aviation.
"It's a good experience because it
will allow the students to learn a lot
about the what the program (ROTC)
and the Army can offer," he said.
"'They will be able to learn about the

different vehicles that are used, both
in and out of combat. as well as the
different types of weapon systems
that are used."
As pan of Military Day,a variety of
vehicles from the different branches
of the Army will be displayed
throughout the quad allowing the
students to climb and explore them
throughout the day, Gonzales said.
Among the vehicles that will be
readily available for display will be a
Blackhawk helicopter, a Bradley
fighting vehicle, a HMMWV(Humv), a HMMWV ambulance and a
HEMTI(him-it) as well.
"Each one of these vehicles are
used for different purposes," he said.

"The Bradley can carry up eight
troops in the back while having its
own weapon system in the front."
In addition to the vehicle display,
the ROTC Ranger Team will be
staging a grenade assault course with
simulated grenades and smoke
canisters.
''Throughout the course the cadets
will be required to toss the grenades
into the designated target areas,"
Gani.ales said.
"As they throw them, people will
be able to see the smoke as if a real
grenade were to explode."
A weapons display of an M-16 as
well as an M-60 machine gun will
also be available for everyone to

enjoy, he said. A live B-104 remote
will also be held throughout the
activities.
Those who become a bit hungry
after climbing in and out of the
different vehicles, will have an
opportunity to buy lunch from the
ROTC Bronc Cadet Bronc Club.
Not only will ROTC be providing
students with an opportunity to explore
the different vehicles that are used,
they will also be able to explore the
different financial opportunities that
are available within ROTC and the
Texas National Guard, Gonzales said.
"We can offer students another
alternative to financial aid," he said.

Last year,a Core Drug and Ak:ohol
Surve-,y conducted by the South Texas
Border Consortium concluded that
48 percentofcollege studentsdo drink.
Forty five percent who were under
21, admitted that they do engage in
drinking and 25 percent admiued that
they engage in binge drinking.
The results showed that 63 percent
of the male drinkers and 39 percent of

See break
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Cuban
speakers
to visit
campus
Two Cuban youth leaders Kenia
Serrano Puig and Rogelio Polanco
Fuentes will speak on the economic,
social and culture situation facing
Cuba,atnoon March21 in the Liberal
Arts Building Room 101.
Puig and Fuentes are researchers at
the Centf'J' of Studies for Youth in
Havana.
"You can't draw conclusions on
other peoples society, until you know
and see firsthand their culture, social
system and govennent," Samuel
Freeman, associate professor in
political science, said.
According to Freeman these
speakers want toleamaboutAmerican
students and share their views. They
will be touring the United States, with
focus on Texas colleges.
"They are interested in visiting the
Valley and U1PA because of the
predominately Hispanic ethnicity,
h istory, culture and religion,"
Freeman said.

- - - - - - -- --- -- -- ------
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Breaking the tradition

Spring Break '95

o~e:s!

Break tradition and party safe this Spring Break oc better yet take a different approach
and hibernate.
Spring Break isn't about who can drink the most or who can get the most telephone
numbers, the break is just that, a break from school. Spring Break is just like a mini
vacation for students who may be experiencing burnout or just want some time off.
What happens during this vacation is totally up to the student.
Let• s just hope this year will see everyone coming back to schoo] with memories of
good times and no regrets.
South Padre Island is the p1ace to be this time of year and the majority of our student
body will make a line for the beach. Foc those students who wil1 be ce]ebrating their last
Spring Break in coUege... have fun, enjoy yourse]ves, make it the best time of your lives,
but (there is always a "but") be safe.
As college students and inte1ligent human beings, don't participate in events that defy
logic.Forexample,itisprobablynotagoodideatostandonthebalconyrailingofthetenth
floor if you believe in any way that you are capable of flying.
Students have suffered severe injuries and some have even died as a result of this stunt
The tradition is to stay at the beach in a hotel room with about 12 or 15 friends in order
to save money. These friends are the same ones who will later decide to trash the room
in an effort to leave some type of misguided memento for the hotel staff.
Many students will tum 10 Reynosa and Matamoros for entertainment .Unfortunate]y
many will find trouble instead. Mexico is not the United States and things are run
differently over there and students have to respect that.
Common sense tends to take a back seat as soon as students cross the border. For
example, a student can get arrested for public intoxication in both countries. Students
become outraged when they are picked up for it in Mexico, but these are the same students
who wouldn't go stumb]ing down the streets of McAllen in a drunken stupor.
No one can evei- say enough about the dangers of drunk driving. Whether operating a
car, boat, truck, jeep or van, alcohol and driving do not mix. With more young people
driving to and from Spring Break destinations, drivers have IO be especially careful.
Remember, we want you to be around to enjoy another Spring Break.
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2 Singer Lena
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award
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Norse god
5 Rocky peak
9 City near Atlanta
14 Ponselle or
Bonheur
15 Funny Jay
16 Hole17 Satan
19 Events for
shoppers
20 One - million
21 Buys stocks e.g.
23 Old lang.
24 Outdoor area for
socials
26 Fury
28 Biblical ending
29 Varieties of
speech
33 Fountain drinks
36 Gator's kin
37 ERA e.g.
38 Pitcher
Hershiser
39 Express
gratitude
40 Forum wear
41 "Gift of the-"
42 Chops down
43 Quite fat
44 Reproves
harshly
46 Sedan
47 Headliner
48 Infielder
52 Crony
54 Areas
57 Work by Keats
58 Nautical call
60 Baseball
62 Bind again
63 Jason's ship
64 Angered
65 Inclination
66 Youthful suffix
67 Uncanny
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,
So. heze's what ldon't ~tand.
Why act out a ·religion if you oon•t
even understand lllC implications ot:
what it means? t .know~ someone oo.t
theJe·is $1allding in uu« gaping awo
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6 Actor
Christopher
7 - Boleyn
8 Deities
9 Prayer book
1OTV actress Alicia
11 Tax or garbage
end
12 Draft status
13 Cozy home
18 Decrees
22 Train rail
25 Follower of
pragmatism
27 Hand motion
29 Sketches
30 Charged
particles
31 License and dog
32 Remain
33 Search carefully
34 Verbal
35 Pass laws
36 Mrs. Bono once
39 " - you go
again"
43 Outdated

So Whal exactJy are these people fighting

•great. These are lllC,_thinga that ·1ceep.us}'"
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, If you want to make this a bit m0te
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45 Took a sip
46 Johnny or Kit
48 Pianist-comic
Victor
49 Watered silk
50 Poisonous
snake

51
52
53
55
56
59
61
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Indigent
Role
State firmly
Conversation
Ripped
Moral lapse
Hasten
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The University or Texas-Pan American
1201 W. University Drive UC 322
(210) 381-2541 • FAX (210) 316-7122

Letter Rip!
Journalism
student disagrees
with Chief of Staff
Dear editor:
Last week the paper received a letter from
Mauro Torres, chief of staff, SG A. His letter

made some comments about the coverage
and the editoria1 in The Pan American
newspaper. He also made other comments

about the funding of publications and Rio
magazine. I wouJd like to clear the air about
some of those issues.
Mr. Torres said that the Student Affairs
Advisocy Committee has the right to cut
funding to programs and to the newspaper.
The only power SAAC has is to make

recommendations to Jower funding or cut
funding to a program. They do not wield the
power to finaliz.e a cut
Also, Mr. Torres seems to be making the
comment that Rio was cut due to poor
journalism. As a matter of fact Rio was
regarded, even by administrators, as a very
professionalmagazine.Riowascuttoallocate
those funds for a magazine that would
chronicle campus events.
Mr. Torresseemstobeundei-thedisillusion
that it is easy IO discontinue funding to a
publication.. .it's not. According 10 Federal
Law when a publication is established, funded
using state money, and free from government
intervention, it cannot, under any
circumstances, be cut or have its funding
decreased The only way a publication can
have its funding decreased is if the university
is facing a severe budget cut thal will effect all
programs equally.

Mr. Torres also states that there is better
journalism in publications such as Panorama
and Freshman Voices. I will not disagree
about the journalism in Panorama, it is led by
a good adviser. Let it also be known that
many of the students who work on 'The Pan
American a]so work and contribute to
Panorama... surprisel Freshman Voices is
also another good publication, however, its
intention is not to report campus events. The
main purpose is to publish essays written in
freshman English classes.
On an ending note, the newspaper is doing
its best to covei-campus events, however, due
to a limited staff, we cannot be everywhere at

once.
Omar Go,az,oln
Managing Edllor
Ed Mte: Omar Gonzalez was also the
editor of the Rio Magazine.

Express your opinion.
Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must be signed
and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed. Ari address and phone number should
be included for verification. Letters s.'lould be no more than 11/2 pages, doubled spaced and typed. Those
that are too long will not run. Letters and guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and
punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Deadline for letters and guest columns
is 4 p.m . Monday for publication on Thursday. Letters can be brought to University Center Room 322 or
mailed to The Pan American at UC322, 120 1 W . University Dr., Edinburg, Tx 78539.

Write a letter to the editor. The Pan
American welcomes your input.
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Police Blotter

What's Up
Today
• Mass in the Campus Chapel at
noon. Communion service will be
given Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, at 12:45 p.m. Mass will be
held every Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
Catholic Center, 1615 W. Kuhn St
• Educational Testing Services will
:::onduct a GRE Research Study, this
study will be continued through March
31. In order to participate, you must be
ajunior or senior and planning to apply
to graduate school. By participating in
this study you can earn $50, if interested
go by EDCC 139, or call Lisa Pena at

381-3627.
• The winners of The Student
Association of Clinical Laboratory
Science fundraiser are as follows: 5th
place, $25 cash, Belen C. Rodriguez,
4th prize, radio, Diana Escobar, 3rd

prize, camera, Sonya Lopez, 2nd prize,
Tiki getaway, Role Saenz, 1st prize,
Bahia Mar getaway, Alicia Gonzalez.

Friday

0

W rltlngffyplng Sen-Ices: Essays, research papers and resumes. Composition, mechanics, grammar. Tutoring.
Call 380-1563. Rush jobs.
S tudent Representative needed to run
marketing project on campus, P/f,great
e arning potential. 1-800-459-VISA x35.
GALLERY '95 wants your everlasting
soul and sanity ...but will settle for your
art, poetry, photos, essays, and short
stories. Bring student submissions to
CAS 26~ by March 24th.

Burglary

A student reported being harasst.d.

A vehicle was broken into while
parked in Lot J.

Assault

A student was assaulted at the HP I
gym, charges are pending at this time.

••
Reckless Drrvmg
A student was charoed with reek0
less driving.

Criminal mischief
Aluggagerackwasbrokenofffrom
Terroristic Threat
.....-1,ed in Lot E·
A student was threatened at the B'1- a vehicle .-..
A vehicle was splauered with paint
ology Annex, charges are pending.
while parked in Lot F.
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FastFundralser. Raise$500in5days.
Greeks, groups, clubs, motiviated individuals. Fas t, e asy, no financ ial
oblibgation. (800) 775-3851 exL 33.

Hara~ment

Student Services Building.

•1be Social Work Club will have a Money was taken from a room at
Social Work Fair, "Fiesta De Las the women's donns.
Aradiowastakenfromthewomen's
Flores," in the Ballroom from 9 a.m.
• UPB has planned a Coffee House
dorm.
to 2 p.m.
series in the Ballroom for the 1995
A book was taken from the AcaSpring semester. The event will take
demic Services building.
Saturday
place in the University Ballroom and
A necklace was taken from a stu. .
d
Contmumg
for
Center
•The
start at 7 p.m. All the coffee you can
.
Education is sponsoring a GMAT ent.
drink and the entertainment will be
Astudentreportedh1swalletstolen.
S urda .., b 18
.
ys,re · _- Avideocamerawastakenfromthe
free of charge for those who have a reviewcourseon at
. Lab.
.
validated UTPA I.D., and a $3 charge Mar. 11 from 9 a.m. - 1.p.m.
. The fee 1s Engmeenng
th18
9
9
Two books were stolen from the
$ . per pRers?n, B ._ mFcludes a
for those without a I.D.
Princeton evtew oo-... or more
The schedule is as follows:
March 9 MarcMoran(comedian)
21 Open Microphone
Student Publicatons is taking
23 Teresa
Tuesday
(country singer)
•NORML (National Organization applications for editor of The Pan
11 Film
April
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws) Americannewspaperfortheyearl99525 Open microphone
willhaveameetingatnooninLA 101. 96.
27 NakedPop
What's Up Is a free weekly llstlna ~ "Th~ edi~p involves a lot of
(Musical group)
events on and around campus. Dead- w~rk, ,:\~.mda Munoz'. current
line ror submission Is 4 p.m. Monday editor, said. But the expenence you
gain is worth it"
before tbat week's publication.
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N urslng or Education Students: 2 year
CPR certification. Call 631-8531 individual or group rates.

Theft

SeNecesftan VoluntarlosSi'. leinteresa
mejorar sus habilioade s como
entrevistador (a)para su profesi6n futura,
puede aprovechar de la oportunidad
orfecfda por una organizaci6n no de
lucro. Aproveche de agregar esta
experenciaensu resume. Hableconsus
profesores(as) para posibilidad de
obtener horas de credito. Ayude a personas llenar fonnularios de irunigraci6n
ofreciendo horas voluntarias con la
organizaci6n BARCA. Llame hoy al
631-7447 or escriba al P.O . Box 715,
Edinburg, Tx. 78540. Ofrecemos el
entrenamiento necesario.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or So. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages required.
For information c all: (206) 632-1146
ext. 158633.

fromstudentswhowanttoworkonthe
newspaper and gain valuable
journalism experience.
" I have been here for three years,"
OmarGorualez, managingeditorsaid,
"I was a staff writer my first year,
editorofRiomagazinemysecoodand
managing editor my third. The

required.
"I thought I would ooly be allowed
tohelpbecausemymajorisEnglish,"

JulieRandolpb,cq,yeditor,said. '"The
experiencelhavegainedworkingfor
thenewspaperha.1gainedmeaposition
at The Valley Town Crier. I am
eternally grateful."

~3:~iF~=~ ~~~};[~;;; iLS~==~=
They are also taking applications GPA. A major in journalism is not required.

MOOO?COW'S ARETENDY and so
is GALLERY '9S. Submit your
art,poetry, photos, essays, and short stories at CAS 266 by March 24th for
publication.
CAUTION! THIS COULD BE
DANGEROUS BUT IT ISN'T
GALLERY '95 needs students to submit their art. poetry, photos, essays, and
short stories at CAS 266 by March 24th

XXXQ UISITE! XXXO TIC!
XXXCITING! GALLERY '9S wants
what you have. Submit your art, poetry,
photos, essays, & short stories to CAS
266 by March 24th.

The Pan American
1995-1996

Is accepting applications for editor for
Quallflcatlons:

A. B.e a student at The University of Texas Pan American,
enrolled In at least three hours;
B. Be In good standing at The University of Texas - Pan American
(I.e., not on scholastic or disciplinary probation as defined
In the student handbook).
C. 2.5 GPA

Applications are available at the Student Publications Office
In University Center 322. Appllcatlon deadline Is Noon,

YOUWILLBEDEADONEDAY,but
April 3, 1995 at the Student Publlcatlons Office (UC322).
your legacy can live on in print. Submit
your art, poetry, photos, essays, and short
For more lnfonnatlon, call 381-2541.
stories to GALLERY '95 at CAS 266
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;;;;;;.;;.;.;;.;;;;;;.;;.;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;.;;.;.;;.;.;;.;.;;.;.;;.;.;;.;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;!J
by March 24th.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Will offer Free
Fingerstick Cholesterol Testing
March 9, 1995
l1 ,

Whoever Said
"the best things in life are freen
probably had a trust fund.

')

1-1 ~.m. - 2 p.m. ,..

l

•

at the University Circle
in conjunction with
Nationa I Collegiate
Health & Wellness
Week
• 1st come 1st serve

cholesterol testing while
supply lasts
• No fasting required
• Results in 1Q minutes
FREE Blood Pressure Check • FREE Coupon Give Aways
If special accomodations are necessary please call
Student Health Services at 381-2511, 3 days prior to
the event so that appropriate arrangements can be
Your Student Service Fees at work
made.

(,, Vi~a VS.A Inc l99S

Arts & Enterta,i nment
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Film comes to Padre Animated flicks on campus.
Independent feature breaks through in
the business
'

Jason Gutierrez
Am cl Enkrtaln111ent Edltor

When people think of films or
even low budget independent
features, they usually don't think
that those productions will be shot
in the valley.
However, there is an exception
to the rule and there is one
production that is malcing strides
in the film industry.
Puro Tejano is an independent
feature film that is currently being
shot at South Padre Island and
according to Sam Vaughn, writer
and director, there are plans for
worldwide distribution.
"I describe the story as being an
Urban Cowboy meets Casa Blanca.
Tejano style and this couldn't be a
better time for a picture about a
Tejano theme because the market
has exploded," Vaughn said
Vaughn recently moved to Padre
Island to escape the ~ures of the
Hollywood scene and he hopes to
concentrate on writing.
"I had to escape all those
executive suits looking over my
shoulder and I was just tired of the

same scene with the same people," he
said.
Vaughn has spent most of his
professional career in Los Angeles. He
started as an actor and was accepted
into the MGM training program, after
graduating from U.C.L.A. film school,
he pursued his career as an agent for
the Screen Actor's Guild.
"One of the most important aspects
of my career is writing, I love to write
that is why I moved to the island and
bought a condo.so I could work on the
projects that I want to work on and not
worry about other projects I don't want
to be apart of."
Vaughn was approached by director
Art Ortiz about a possible project that
would portray events from Ortiz's
actual life.
"When you live and breathe a
lifestyle, like Art lw, it not impossible
to write a story from the heart," Vaughn
said.
Ortiz agreed with Vaughn about the
story line and plans for this particular
production.
"This story is about my life, so of
course I'm going to see it through, and
I know that it can stand with major
motion pictures like Batman Forever

and Tenninator," Ortiz said.
Ortiz said that when the production
started there was only a few people
that were working on the project;
however, once the word got out there
was a tremendous amount of support
from the industry.
"We were approached by Manne
Records and so far we have major
Tejano groups that will be featured
on the soundtrack, including Grupo
Mazz, Stephanie Lynn, and Shelly
Lares," he said.
Ortiz said that the production will
be taken to Los Angeles for editing
and hopefully the film will be
premiered at San Antonio or South
Padre Island.
"I know that this film will make a
map break through for Tejanos to
continue to work on other projects
that they will be proud of," he said.
Joey Dean,whoplays the lead role,
agreed with Ortiz and said that he
wanted to be part of production that
would portray Tejanos in a positive
light
"A. lot of people have this
perception of Mexican-Americans
but I think this production will break
those stereotypes," Dean said.

Auditions for Shakespeare
comedy begin March 21
Auditions for Shakespeare's
comedy A Midsummer Night's
Dream will be held in the Studio
Theatre on the UIPAon March 21
and 22 at 7:30 p.m.
The Studio Theatre is located on
the first floor of the Communication Arts and Sciences Building.
The play will be perfonned in
Archer Park on May 21, and again
at the Univecsity Theatre for PASS
Theatre june 22-25.

Private coaching sessions with director Doug Cummins will begin immediately, and full company rehearsals will begin on April 17.
This favorite comedy of
Shakespeare's takes place on
midsummer's eve, the longets night of
the year. Oberon and Titania, the king
and queen of the fairies, are arguing and
their conflict throws everything else
"off kilter."

See Audition p. 8

Gil Guevara
Stieff
In a dimly lit room of the Academic Services Building, a crowd sat and watched the 52 inch screen as the
fust feature film started theAnime Extravagall7Jl II sponsored by the Japanese Animation Club.
The man behind the event was Rob Nava, Computer
Science Major, who has a growing collection of these
movies and video games that are imported from Japan.
All of these are in their original fonn of Japanese with
English subtitles.
The five features that were shown were: 'I Can Hear
The Sea' (drama). 'The Dirty Pair' (action), and 'Ranma
1/l' (three diffa-cnt features, action-comedy). Overall
the afternoon was well spent.
Nava stated that he and his fellow members P,lan to
have a Ranma 1/l Anime Festival sometime in April.
We will be showing several of the Ranma films. If
you like watching fast-paced action, comedic scenes
between characters, Martial Arts fighting, a man that
turns into a giant panda, a teenager into a young redhaired girl, or the conflicting scenes in the mixed-up,
love.r's polygon, then this is the film for you." Nava-said.
See Animation o. 8

Taking a bite out of primetime
Give us another season, and maybe
we'll figure it out," Davies said.
The show, which started out
almost two years ago, had a very

Julie Randolph
Copy Editor
His character is a dark and
brooding vampire from the 13th
century who 1w turned its back on
the world of the undead and sought
retribution through fighting the
forces of evil as a nightshift police
offictt.
EveryThursdaynighton the Fox
Broadcasting Network at 9 p.m. he
emerges.
Sounds a little corny, and off-thewall, but Geriant Wyn Davies, star
of the syndicated television show
Forever Knight, finds a strange and
foreboding world of wonder within
the confines of a dark and morbid
show.
"We aren't really sure what it is
yet. It could be a cop show, without

rough first season run.
"We went off the air for 16
months before the networks picked
us up again." Davies said.
Nigel Bennett, who plays the
powerful vampire LaCroix,
commented on the value of the fans
in producing the unplanned

comeback..
"It was all the fans," Bennett said.

PldD cour1Wylr111ar'TY

Gertant Wyn Davies In Forever
Knight

the vampires, but it could be a really
morbid vampire show without the cops.

"The show went off and people
started calling Tristar asking 'where
is it?"
If they hadn't had the support
they did, the show would never have
come back.
For a show that began without a
See Dams p. 5

r---------------------------------------,
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

i

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
A nyone who t ries to bor row your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

i

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm!'
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
''spare change ."

i

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name an d extra zeros.

i

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does weari ng
really tight pants.

i

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is to ugh fo r anyone else
to use , unless they look just like yo u.

Some resltictions i,.pp/y

Ex,stlng tooling only

JOSTENS

© 1995 C,t,bank (South Da~ota). NA

March 6-9
., 0 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Deposit $30.00
U T PA Library
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Taking A Look

The Flip Side
Hideaway
Tri Star

Dean R. Koontz finally has another movie on the big screen. If you

haven't heard of him, you should.
He has written around 15 books in the
horror genre, the majority of which
have been bestsellers.
Despite his success in the book industry, he has had the opposite
amount of success with the movie
industry. 'Watchers' (you might
have heard of it but it is doubtful)
was a terrific boot. The movie industry got a hold of it and turned it
into a low budget fiasco.
Books into movies. I don't know.
Sometimes they should leave alone
what is already good. I know the
vast majority of people who read a

book before they see the movie have
a feeling of loss. That's why the
book is usually better than the movie.
On the flip side, the movie industry came as close as possible to making this movie as good as the book.
'Hideaway' wau gripping book and
now it's a gripping movie. Even
though I had seen this movie in my
mind before, I was transported into
the world on the big screen. I
couldn't look away, much lilce not
being able to put a good boot down
after getting started, or just wanting
to see what's going to happen on the
next page, even though you have to
get up in three hours. I haven't been
this involved in something since I
last saw the musical 'Les
Miserables' on Broadway last year.
Hideaway is a fundamental story

of good versus evil. Two men die and
are bought back to life. One goes to
heaven. the other hell; and each of them
bring something back from the other
side. One is as evil as the other is good.
One must stop the other from committing atrocities against society and his
family.
Hatch (Jeff Goldblum) sees and feels
events through the eyes of another person, Vassago. The events are murderous displays of grotesque evil. V~o
must build a tribute to Hell by putting
his victims on display so he can return
to Hell.
The climax, when these two finally
meet. is riveting. I actually got goose
bumps watching the end of this movie.
This movie is as enjoyable and as horrifying as you can get *** David
Waltz

through the schedule is the
camaraderie we have. We're all
pretty nuts on this show...the jokes
comefastandfurious. We'rearibald
little group. Then, Nigel comes to
work and lowers the tone
considerably."
Obviously the mood on the set is
one of friendship, something that
shows through the actors and into

their roles.
..I have seen other shows fall into
shambles because they cannot work
together. Ifyouarenotfriends,oratleast
cordial, it comes through in your acting,
especially when you worlc so closely
together," Davies said.
Obviously, the closeness of the cast
and crew is coming through to audiences
eveiywhereasForeverKnightcontinues

Darin from p. 4

prayer, Forever Knight has now
garnered six fan clubs and subjects
on most major computer bulletin
boards. including Prodigy, America
On Line, and the recently released
World Wide Web.
In an interview with The Starlog
Magazine, Davies commented about
the mood on the set
"One of the reasons I can get
-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to Originally
make its way
up through the ratings.
slated
as a latenight series,
We Honor
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner it has been moved to pimetime and is
Stud~nt Discount Card
not showing signs of leaving any time
7
A.M.
•
10
f.M.
soon.
~ The University of TexasFor the cast and crew, this is good
~ Pan America
(Sun• Thurs) news, and for the fans, it is the result of
diligent worlc and effort that is rapidly
7 A.M. • Midnight placing the show into the realm of"cult"
television, such as "Star Trek", "Beauty
(Fri & Sat) and the Beast". and "The X-Files."

wears an angry and loud mast, the
message and the musicians have grown
with the times and stand posed to reclaim a musical crown.*"'* Mark
Milam

The resurgence of punk rock
has brought out the musicians and
bands that had either been forgotten about in yolD' record stack or
who had simply hit the end of their
musical path within the punk rock
Mtulhone1
movement.
One band that deserves a crown, and
Bad Religion was smack dab in
the middle of forgotten and at the the castle, and all that jive, are the heirs
end of the punk path, and I for one of grunge, Mudhoney. If you sit there
thought that was it Another good and wonder, who is Mudhoney? That
band, in their time, without much is okay, because you are not alone. With
else to say. Preserved only by my there releme of"My Brother the Cow,"
aging cassette collection, it is sad the band can proudly strut their
but most of my vinyl is rumpled looks ~d grunge ways. Like
gone....never returned, ruined, or true souls of grunge Mudhoney claims
ripped off.
Seattle as a home, and for seven years
Somehow, the other day I found they have been belting it out through
myself in the local mall music moppy hair and Marshall stacks. It
store, which is rare, and I was in makes your ears ring and your feet
tiie alternative section - recogniz- move. Mudhoney should have been the
able by its smallness - was the new stars that Nirvana w~. because there
Bad Religion release, "Stranger would still be a band and no dead singthan Fiction." Now if grunge, or ers. If you lilced Nirvana then try some
hard rock, is not your brew then Mudhoney.....and no, its not for- your
"Stranger than Fiction," is not toast, it is for your stereo!*** Mark
going to quench your musical Milam
thirst . I loved it though, loud guiJOO'!ri Fun
tars, good pacing, excellent songs,
Mathew Sweet
logical lyrics, because I am tired
Zoo Entertai111Mnt
of stupid son_gs. I played it back
and forth, both sides and then gave
From the creator of the critically
it to a friend so that he could make
a copy.....He did not want to give acclaimed recordings, Earth, Girlit back, it was tense, but its cool friend, Altered Beast and Son of Altered Beast, comes 100% Fun.
now..... and I have it back.
In case this does not mean anything
The time off has sel'Ved the band
well, they have added a new gui- to you, the fella that produced the retar playr.r, signed up with AtJan- cordings for Pearl Jam, the Black
tic Records, polished the sound Crows.Kings X,StoneTemplePilots,
and worked on being mainstream. Bob Dylan, Pete Droge and
This is not your three chord punk Soundgarden, is now producing for
jams of the past, though it still Matthew Sweet

With the release of 100% Fun,
Sweet offers up his most spontaneous and creative recording yet 100%
Fun is the work of a brilliant
tunesmith, musician and stylist
The album features 12 songs ranging from endearingly sloppy garagerock to acid-etched psychedelia to
poignant balladry.
Matthew's lyrics are the usual, from
those of the cwsical youth in love,
to those of the sometimes suicide
provoking existential thoughts.
The spontaneous ambiance is apparent all through 100% Fun. "Sick
of Myself," With its fuzz-saturated
guitars and bashing beat, is a song
that articulates the wonderment and
insecurity that flourishes in the wake
of infatuation.
Feelings of uncertainty come to a
head on the eerie, contemplative,
-"Smog Moon," in which Sweet catalogs a wealth of worries. Sweet
said,"We arc all made as an afterthought/Destined to believe that we
are what we are not."
The influences fromthe bands that
.came out during the seventies, flour- ,
ishes in this release.
It is through this album and ooly
this ablum will you get a breeu ot
the last remains of the Beatle's and
the Who's music history.
Sweet definitely commands a presence amongst the grunge generation
with a sweet twist of techno.
He doesn't follow the same formulaled sounds that are often beard and
played by ~ bmlds.
If you are the type ot J)Q'SOll who
loves to impress your friends with the
1a&est releues then this is the one and
only album for you.. ••• Sarvelio
CMnon

~DEL TACO
Authentic ,
EDINBURG

Mexican Food

321 W. UNIVERSITY DR.

383-0521
I

WEST RN WEAR

Brownsville Society

Nocona Boots Sale

for the
presents

Ostrich Reg..$799.95 •••• Now $499.95
Lizard Reg. $334.95 .••• Now $229.95

Performing Arts

Coming Soon to McAllen
316 E. University Dr. lOa.m. - 7p.m .• Monday - .Saturday
Edinburg• 383-5801
lp.m. - 6p.m. • Sunday

Re-J,;..ci,
of ('i,e, Ooot' .
with

Guitar Virtuosos

Strunz & Farah
Jazz music at its best
Featuring also
THE EYE OF THE ARTIST IN CONCERT

March 11 1995 - 7:30 P.M.
Tickets available by phone
Jacob Brown Auditorium
Call: 544-2701 or 542-4466
Tickets $10, $20, $50

~6Hlnln6 STRIKES... monTHLYI

Reproductive Services
6 13 SESAME DRIVE WEST

•

IIARLINGEN

In association with Adoption All1Uates

Providing choice., in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy T~ting • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st t 2nd Trim~ter)
Morning After Treabnent
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Service.,

starting March 20th
At Your

University Snack Bar

FOK INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Planning on
taking the
GRE? Why not
take it for FREE!

AVAILABLE AT.

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

if you are a junior or senior and planning on applying to
graduate school, you can now participate in a preparation
study and earn a FREE GRE-Computerized Adaptive Test
(CAT) official administration, as well as up to
$50 DOLLARS for participating. If you're interested or
would like details, call Lisa Pena at the School Psychology
Project office. The number is 381-3627 and say you are
interested in participating in the preparation study. Please,
call before March 31st because seating is limited.

Do
something
good.
Feel
something
real.
From now on in America, ony de/inilion
of osuccessful life musl include serving
olners. To /ind oul now you con nelp in
your communi~ call I f800) 677-5515.

A P~!~THS ?:.L.1<:~T

SPORTS
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Broncs fall short of championship
Carlos Ybanez

Heavy underdogs in their Sun Belt
Conference semifinal game against
Western Kentucky, the Broncs
basketball team got everything they
wanted this Sunday . ..except one final
shot
Charles Williams shon layup in
heavy traffic failed to fall in the final
seconds and the Hilltoppers hit two
clutch free throws to SW"Vive the upset
bid, 64-61 at Barton Coliseum.
"It worked O\ll exactly like we
wanted," Mark Adams, basketball
coach said. "We got a game in the
60's that was close in the last two
minutes. Everything was perfect
except for the last couple of
possessions."
The Broncs, who made tough shots
in the lane all night, worked the ball
down to Williams about fl ve feet away
from the basket
Three Hilltoppers contested
William's shot. which bounced off the
rim before the ball fell away to WKU.
Jeff Rogers hit two free throws with
seven seconds remaining for a three
point lead.
"We had a mismatch," Adams said
ofWilliams'play. "Hewentupstrong
and.we hoped to at least get a foul but
it didn't work out It was a tough nocall."
After Rogers' free throw, theBroocs
had a final chance to tie, but an
inbounds pass from near midcourt was
intacepted by Chris Robinson and
Western ran out the clock.
"We set a back pick for Chris Clay
but they put a lot of pressure on us,"
Adams said.
For most of the night, it was the
Broncs (14-14), putting the pressure
on the heavily favored Toppers (253). UI'PA fell down 31-23 thanks to
an 8-0 WKU spurt, but UTPA
responded with an 11-2 run of their
own to talce a 34-33 lead to the
lockerroom at halftime.
.J.'he Broncs shot 53 percent in the
first halfand out-rebounded WKU 1312.

Tennis teams have shaky road trips
Carlos Ybaiiez
Sports Edilor

Sports Editor

The tennis teams are having a

shaky season. With most of their
games on the road, the Lady Broncs
and the Broncs have been struggling
to get wins.
The women's tennis team traveled
to Ft. Worth to take on Texas
Christian University Feb. 23. The
Lady Broncs came up short, and
TCU took control; defeating the
Broncs in every seed.
Deirdre Walsh defeated Ellen
Nelissen at No. 1 seed 6-1 , 6-2.
Karen Bowley was defeated by
Annika Kjellgren 6-4, 6-1. All other
Lady Broncs lost in straight sets and
with the same score 6-0.
In doubles TCU also swept the
Lady Broncs in straight sets 8-2, 8-

The PM American,/ Adela Ayala

Kelon Haynie congratulates Reggie SCOtt after making a pair of
free throws. The Broncs cane up Inches shon of going to the
championship game this weekend.
The Broncs extended their lead to
Clay again led the Broncs with 18
five twice in the second half, the last points while Williams added 12 and
time at 45-40. The Hilltoppers nine rebounds befoce fouling out in
responded with 12-2 run sparked by the closing seconds.
three pointers to take a five point lead
The game was the final one for four
of their own at 52-47 with 7 :38 left. Bronc seniors: Williams, Clay,Reggy
"Western Kentucky has a great Scott,andGregBlack, who had been
knockout punch," Adams said. •~we the cornerstones of a rebuilding

had to stick to our game plan and not program that saw the team go from 2get caught up in a transition game."
The Broncs did just that. trimming
the lead to one on Clay's three pointu
with 4:10 to play. The two teams
traded several baskets before Williams
got the ball down low again and was
fouled. Williamsmadeoneoftwofree
throws to tie the game at 60.
Another Williams free throw with
42secondsremaininggave theBroncs
a 61 -60 lead. The Hilltoppers then
scored with 25 seconds left.

WE OFFER STATE OF THE ART EQUIPMENT
FEATURING WOLFF TANNING BEDS WITH
NEW BIO-TECH TUNNEL DESIGN: THE
STRONGEST BEDS IN THE VALLEY WITH
33% MORE TANNING POWER.

---

20 two years ago to within a few
seconds of playing for the Sun Belt
Conference championship and a spot
in the NCAA Tournament

1, and 8-1. TCU received 1 point for then turned around and won two out of
the doubles win. The final score was 0- three doubles matches: Nelissen and
Karen Bowley defeated Kristi Benson7.
Cora
Bivrra 9-8 and Gomalez and
The Lady Broncs then packed their
DeLuna
defeated Shauna Oliphantbags and traveled to Gainesville to
Mandi
Kingston,
8-6.
take on North Central Teiw College
The
Lady
Broncs
traveled back to
which is the No. 4 ranked Jr. College
Denton
to
take
on
Oral Roberts
team in the United States
University.
Again
Nelissen
received
Ellen Nelissen at No. 1 and Claudia
the
teams
lone
victory
in
defeating
Gonzalez No. 7 received the Lady
Risnne Loun 6-0, 6-2. The doubles
Broncs only wins.
Nelissen
defeated
Gisella matches were canceled due to rain.
The team then ttaveled to San
Kaltenecker 6-1, 6-2 and Gonzalez
defeated Tammy Rivas 6-1, 6-4. The Antonio to compete in the UTSA
team then suffered three los.ws in Invitational Tennis Tournament.
doubles play. The final score was 2-7 Nelissen at No. 1 took second place,
Karen Bowley received 7th place at
in favor of NCTC.
The following day, the team wa.s No. 2 and Laura DeLuna 8th at No. 3.
back on the road and took on the Twins Jessica and Erica Sanchez
placed 7th and Claudia Gon7.8lez
University of N<Xlh Teiw.
Nelissen again got the only victory placed 6th.
"We have been doing better in
for the Lady Broncs defeating Cora
Biurra 6-0, 6-4. All other Lady Broocs wirming matches and games," Greg
lost in straight sets. Tile Lady Broncs Hilley, Tenniscoach said ofboth tennis
teams.
The men's tennis team ~ ~
having better luck at the courts. The
Broncs first traveled to San Antonio to
take on the University of Teiw San
Antonio.
The Broncs took three offour singles
matches. Jesus Garcia defeated Neil
DaJTagm 7-6,75, Gianni Von Naeher
defeated Nandor Bajusz 6-3, S-1, 6-4,
and Brian Smith defeated Ricardo
Fuentes 6-1,6-4. The Broncs got one
doubles match win when V onNachecBrian Tridwell defeated Bob LesliePattick O'Neal.
1be team then competed in the
UTSA Invitational Tennis Tournament Several matches were played
the first day but matches in the second
day were canceled due to rain.
Jesus Garcia was the only Bronc
who placed 7th at No. 2 seed.

"I can't say enough about our
seniors," Adams said "They really
helpedbuildthisprogramfrom 2-20.
They are the pioneers of this team.
This is a team I'll always remember."
And a game few witnesses will
soon forget.

The Pan American/ Adela Ayala

Claudia Gonzalez,•sophomore, back hands a tough shot and
rallles to get a point.

His""N""Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg • 383-9035

,

:Edinburg383-8611

~ll!fi
..__

Hmo: lillJ~

NOLANA TOWER • 400 NOLANA, SUITE P•McAll.EN • 664-1771
HOURS: 10 A.M. - 8 P.M. MONDAY - FRIDAY
10 A.M . • 6 P.M. SATIJRDAY • 12 NOON· 6 P.M. SUNDAY

CIC

Springbreak Special

•

One month package . .
. . Only $39. 95
(unlimited tans) . . . . . . . . . .EXPIRES 3-15-95

Venus Swimwear

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXM-P/\N I\MERIC/\N
P~ENT5

INTR/\MUR/\L
4-0N-4 CO-REC
INDOOR VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

SOFI'BALL
TOURNAMENT
:~~~ii~,. ;. ~. ,. .:,:..,~.:- •;•
:~~~. J. ;...:. ~....... .
?~~~~~=;=: ~: :~: ~,:

Time is Running Out
Student Government Association
applications for the "SGA
Community Service Scholarship"($250) to be awarded to a
student leader who is involved
with both the Campus and OffCampus Community.

COME JOIN
!;\f:.··<
US!
ENTRY FORMS AT
UC-320
Entrii!$ Due: March 10th
Gam~s Begin: March 21st

Mandatory Captains'
Meeting March 10th
2 p.m. UC-320

Entries Due: March 24th
Games Begin: March 27th

MEN'S, WOMEN'S &
CO-REC DMSIONS

The Division of Student Affairs

4

Pick up application In UC 205 or UC 314. Applications must be submitted b
Friday, March 31 , 1995, to UC 205. call 381-2260 or 381 -2517 for more lnfurni~~~Funds were made possible by the following vendors: Dairy Queen, TCBV Flaml
NatlonsBank, Wash " Em Car Wash, Sc~lotzsky's, Domino's Pizza, Family Optlc~I. Texas~~~-:-~:~
Smokehouse, Classic car Wash, Denny s, La Casa Del Taco, Pizza Inn, Checker's Pro-C t5
'
u , Firestone,
McAllen Sports and Top Video.
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Broncs beat Greyhounds in Jod Ramsey Tournament
Four teams compete in tournament
Carlos Ybanez
Sports Ediwr

After working on the soaked field
'and burning it with propane gas to
make the Jodey Ramsey Stadium
infield playable on Sunday, the Broncs
may have left their game with the
rakes they wielded.
The Broncs lost to Incarnate
World College, 3-0. Freshman
fastballer Dane Masters pitched
Incarnate World to a shutout to hand
the Broncs their 13th loss after a 46
hour rain delay.
The San Antonio team had been
scheduled to face U1PA both Friday
and Saturday. Rain and wet grounds
prevented play until5:30p.m. Sunday.
They finally went seven innings.
Kris Slivocka lined a pitch so
sharply off the left field fence in the
first inning that he was held toa single.

KikiTreviftosingledinthesecondand
Chuck Cox in the third. Masters
mastered the Broncs with three wallcs,
seven strikeouts, and left six runners.
Masters (2-1) limited the Broncs to
three singles.
The Broncs, now 4-13 met the
University of Indianapolis (Indiana)
for the first time Monday to climax the
first day of the four day Jody Ramsey
Tournament.
With the weather cooperating, the
tournament got under way with four
teams participating.
KrisSlivoclcaandRJ.Garciaeach
homered as the Broncs produced its
finest offensive showing of the season
in beating Indianapolis 15-1.
The Broncs (4-13) pounded out
10hitsandtookadvantageofl3walks
issued by a trio of Greyhound pitchers
to break a two game losing streak.
Indianapolis lost its second game of
the day and fell to 1-7.
Slivoclca started the slugfest by
hitting a two run homer to left in the

bottom of the first inning off
Indianapolis starter and losser Carlos
Baez (0-2). Garcia followed with his
first homer, a solo shot in the second,
to make the score 3-0.
The Broncs added five runs in the
third inning and five more in the fourth
against the Greyhound bullpen.
Slivocka, Garcia, and Jeff Moore each
had two hits while Garcia drove in a
career high four runs.
On the mound, right hander Jody
Moorewasincommandthroughoutin
picking up his first win as a Bronc.
Moore allowed just four hits and one
earned nm in the six solid innings,
striking out six and walking just one.
RickyNavarropitchedthefinalinning
and recorded two strikeouts.
In other games played in the
tournament: Incarnate World College
of San Antonio swept Monday's first
two games to take an e.arly 2-0 lead
atop the four day tournament. The
IWC Crusaders outlasted Bellevue 65, and Indianapolis 7-5.

..
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Heath Autry runs the bases as he gets his first homer as a Broncs against Incarnate Wold TUNday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ The Broncs won their first game but lost In the evening.

Hilltoppers overpower Lady
Broncs in final home game
beating UTPA~36, in Kentucky.
This time WKU led only ~ 15

Carlos Ybanez
Sports Ediwr
The Lady Broncs season has come
to an abrupt stop due to the powez of
Western Kentucky. They gave it a
good run, winning their last two out of
three games, but unfonunately, the
Lady Broncs were demolished
Saturday night in their final game of
the season 97-53.
WKU's Lady Toppers, ranked no.
11 by the Associated ~ . ended
their regular season 23-3 and took
.second in the Sun Belt Conference at
12-2. The Lady Broncs finished with
exact opposite records, 3-23 and 2-12.
Coach Paul andford emptied his
bench in another mismatch after

after the first 11 :30 minutes. Then
Gwen Doyle, 6'0" senior, sc<nd
11 straight points within 3:02
minutes to make it 31-21.
Veronica Cook, another 6'0"
senior, sank all five of her field
goal attempts, two threes and both
free throws. She added 14 rebounds
asWKUcrushedtheshonerTexans
on the boards, 61-26. The Lady
Toppezs got 33 offensive rebounds
to UTPA's five.
Jodie Porter scored 14 points
and blocked eight shots to lead
UTPA. Michelle Hinton added 12
pointsbutfouledoutin 16minutes.
Both teams advanced to the eight
team Sun Belt Tournament which
started yesterday.

Follow all the Broncs baseball games
on the Pan American Sports Section!

SPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

ANTED.
Plasma Donors Earn Extra Cash

VALLEY-WtDIE

MARCH SPECIAL
11le Pan Afflerloan/Eclc O.rza

Lady Bronc Liu Garcia allms through traffic to layup the ball. The
Lady Broncs played their flnal hOme game Saturday against
Western Kentucky.

,mx
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1st Floor

~

18+

rweiiiiioiii
I PATOS

ALWAYS 2
PARTIES

"The Mexcican Plate"
carne Guisada, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans, Salad,
2 Tortillas & 16oz.

.. safe clinical procedure free Lab screening
$25.00 for yourlst four donations
with in 14 days
NEW CLIENTS ONLY
NEW DONORS ACCEPTED
MON. - SAT. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

!! J
IPECIAU21NO IC HANDM,ADE Fl.OUR 10RTILLAS
IIRS. Q'S OWN HOMEMADE RECIPES ALL FOOD

•

TRY •EM. YOU'LL
LOVE•EMI

IIIADE FRESH DAILY ON PAEIIISEI

•

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

Alpha Plasma Center

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

102 S.16th Street • McAllen
682-4159

EDINBURG • • • • 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) ....... 787-7401
McA.LllN (Pecan) •••••• 682-3176
McA.LllN (Bus. 83) ••• 687-8269
McALLEN (N. 10th) .•. 682-1576

Mon-Sun

BROWNSVll.l.E •••.• 541-0241
MISSION •..••.•••..••••• S8S-4545

8:30 - 4:30

WESDIACO ••••••..... 969-1414
HARLINGEN •......... 428-6224

~mate

CtlOOSE TtlE APARTMENT COMMONITY
TtlAT OFFERS SO MOCtl MO~E ...

FRIDAY FREE PARTY

I

21 + NO COVER TILL 10:15
18 + NO COVER TILL 9:45
50¢ BEER, DRINKS, WINE, SCHNAPPS TILL 10

BI KI N I

CONTEST

*
*

BRONCS ROr.. Kelly
Ore
Jodeci
HOUSE SnoopOas-EFX
Ice Cube
Dogg
Cypress Hill PARTY Mary J. Blige

*
*
*
** 24-hour emer~ency

2PAC
Eazy·E

Shabba Ranks

Queen Latifah

*
!z
w
0
t-

Luxurious I, 2 Md 3 bedroom
2 swimmin~ pools
Tennis courfs
Family Md adult
8e<lufiiu0y landscaped
Close to schoolsWalk to U.T.P.A.
Cabana wilh Bar-B-Q Pifs
On-sife manaiemenf-

mainfenance
Courtesy patrol

INTERNATIONAL TUESDAY m...
::D
)>

LO MEJOR DE LA MUSICA EN ESPANOL zz 21
~
+ NO COVER TILL 9:30 m
w

Pl2.0FESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

...

:ii:

LU IS MIGUEL • LOCO MIA •YURI• MANA • GARIBALDI • CALO•. z
AZUCAR
MORENO • CHRISTIAN • RICKY MARTIN • JUAN LUIS GUERRA· 0
ci
MAGNETO
• ALEJANDRA GUZMAN • MALDITA VENCINIDAD • EMANUEL m
~
w
~
25¢ DRINKS, 25¢

z

~

BEER, 25¢ WINE 8 TILL 10 P.M.

------ --

w ALTERNATIVE & INDUSTRIAL NITE IN THE ATTIC

• NOLANA & BICENTENNIAL • McALLEN • 631-6968

:0

I~ 1609 WEST SCt10NIOR. · EDINBOR.G · 383-8382
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Trlslfrom p. 1 - - - - tion they could poss1bly gather. They tion will be given to the campus newsarrest was real, but then stK.tly after

realized that it wa, fake. Student reaction was typically the same.
"At first I thought it was real, but
then I saw the Oyer and lhought it was
fmmy,"SbaonooCrippcn,OS SOJ&>more said.

assessed the sib1atioo themselves and
came up with their own biases and
decisions. Afterward several membtts of the audience put up a surpisingly lengthy interView, proving the
mock rape trial to be a sue~.

EltH:tlona from

p. 1 - - -

•A candidate for President or Vice
President must have served as a membtt of the University Program Board
for at least one complete fall or spring

"He should of put up more of a
fight ifbc was supposedly innocent."
Pugg McKlean, tinesiology freshman said.
Offiet.r Delma Lopez and Sgt. semester prior to his of her election,
Millel' were the officen in charge of -candidates for president and vice
president must have a cumulative 2.2
taking in the suspcc:L
"It was a fine line that he crossed. GPA at the time of filing, -candidates
Guevara didn't go through half of the for president and vice president canstuff that a normal suspect would," not be on disciplinary probation and
Debna Lopez, UfPA police officer cannot have been removed from any
University Program Board position
said.
Guevara'sresponse,naturally, was at any time pior to filing.
When filing for candidacy one must
that he did not rape the girl. Guevara
went through with the arrest because file a muimum of 15 class days behe felt that it was his responsibility fore the scheduled election at the Office of Student Development
"to educate the campus."
Candidates who wish to campaign
"Rape is a big problem on this
campus," he said. "Through the ar- as write-ins may file during business
rest. I hope that I can prevent future hours after six class day deadline, but
no later than 24 hours pior to the start
rapes by stirring up the issue."
Students agree that the mock trial of the election. Individuals who do
was very realistic. Indeed, during the not file by this latttt deadline will be
rape trial the entire audience was in- disqualified.
Exact dates for filing and the electent on taking in every bit of infonna-

paper and posted in ~ of the Student Government Association office
by the Office of Student Development
at least 20class days before the scheduled election.
Applications may be picked up at 9
a.m. on the first day of filing in the
Office of Student Development, or at
any othe.r time during normal business hours during filing week, but not
before this time.The deadline for submitting applications for candidacy to
appear on the ballot is 4 p.m. on the
last day of filing, as specified in section 4.A above. The candidate will be
given a copy of these election rules
when he or she picks up his or her
applicationfonn. The application form
will provide a space to be signed by
the candidate stating he or she has
received the rules. Aftez this time, the
candidate is responsible for the contents of the election rules.
If during the campaign, a presidential or vice presidential candidate is
found to be unqualified after the filing
date, the assistant dean of students or
designate shall rule the unqualified
person ineligible, and the remaining
candidate in the ticket has two class
days during normal business hours to
fill the vacancy or he or she must

resign from the race.The replacement
candidate filing for the position must
be certified as qualified by the imistant dean of students or designee before being placed on the ballot.
Foradditional rules and regulations
go by UC 205.
Who should run for these positions?
"People who care about UTPA and
its students and someone who wants
tomakeadifference," SandraRosales,
SGA advisee said.
Why should students run for these
positions?
"In order to provide a student voice
on different university issues,"
Rosales said.
According to the constitution these
terms begin on April 15. Since that
dale is a Saturday, the new terms will
begin oo Monday, April 17 and the
terms will last a year.

the members to rent videos or
soundtracks.
Members of the Japanese Animation Club get a 15% discount at
McAllen Comics and 20% discount
at Myth Adventures." Nava said. For
moreinformationoftheJapaneseAnimation Club you may contact Rob
Navaat(210)783-1801 or by E-Mail:
Rob Nava at capricom.trriscs.panam.edu.

Auditions from p. 4._ __

Four lovers chase each other
through the enchanted woods and a
tailor named Bottom is changed by
the impish Puck into a donkey. Queen
Titania, in an enchanted state, falls in
love with him. Other wild and hilarious hi-jinks occur, but evrything is
finally resolved and they all live happily ever after.
Director Cummins is looking for
energetic
and resourceful actors to
Animation from p. 4 - - play a wide variety of roles. There are
If you can't wait for the Ranma excellent parts for 9 or 10 men and
Anime Festival, there are features women.
showneveryThursdayfrom 12tol:OO
However, some of the men's roles
p.m.
can be played by women.
To become a member of the JapaThe play has been cut to play in an
nese Animation Club you must pay a hour and a half. Scripts are available
membership fees of $8.00.
at the University Theatre Box Office.
Not only does this card give the For more information, call the Unimembership to the club, but it allows vmity Theatre, 381-3581.

Break from p.
females do engage in binge drinking.
Also 22 pe:rcent females and 44 percent males drive while intoxicated.
"The median age for students attending this school is 26, however,
students ranging from 18-22 years of
age engage more in drinking,"
Sullivan said.
ADAP, Student Health Services,
The Counseling and Advisement
Centtt,PlannedParenthood. Mujeres
Unidas and Bacchus have set tables
during the lunch hour with infonnation about safe sex and alcohol responStbility.
Today, inf<J111ation tables from
the groups will be distributed near
the University Centtt. Pamphlets will
contain infonnation about sex, pregnancy, AIDS, alcohol and other
things. Bacchus will do a skit and
UPB will hand out Spring Break
survival kits which provide information about sex and condoms.
"We want students to be responsible," Sullivan said. "Whenever
you drink alcohol you lose control
and become less responsible. Accidents can happen and they have serious consequences. Sometimes it can
mean your life."

OT-Pan American 1995

Campus Elections
Wednesday & Thursday, April 5 & 6

Candidate Applications Available Starting:
Wednesday, March 8, 9 a.m. UC 205

Filing Deadline:

Tuesday, March 28, 4 p.m.

Positions Available:
Student Government Association

This spring
break...

There's an easy way to score extra
cash. Go to your closet and sell
those clothes that don't quite fit
right any more.
No not a rummage sell, CONSIGN
THEM! We'll sell them for you. It's
quick, easy, painless, and lucrative.

Goto your

Bring us your brand names ...
We'll turn them into cash.
Call or come by today.

clm,et!

President & Vice President
Student Senators

University Program Board
President & Vice President
Directorate Member at Large

Student Publications Committee
2 positions

In The Courtyard· 5401North Tenth,· Suite109A · McAllen,Texas 78504 · 210/972-0480

Your Student Service Fees at Work

DESIGNE R
STYLED COLLEC TION

$
FOR
Designer styled metal frames, silicone nose pads
and flexible spring hinges.
•

Bifocals extra, does not lndude eye exam. Doctor's
prescription required. Some restrictions apply. Valid
on same prescription only.

Dr. Beardsley's

Super Clinic

Sm194)

"Where Our Patients' Eye Health Comes First"

F

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we

recommend TIAA-C REF SRAs. SRAs are tax•
deferred annuities designed to help build additional

As the nation ·s largest retirement system, we offer
a wide range of allocation choices-from TIAA's
traditional annuity, with its guarantees of principal

assets - money that can help make the difference
between living and living well alier your working years

accounts or CREF's variable annuity. What's more,

and interest, to the seven diversified investment

are over.

our expenses are very lo"v, .'\vhich means more of

Contributions to .vour SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income. so you start saving on taxes

your money goes toward improving your future
finan cial health.

0

right away. \Vhat's more, :iny e:irnings on your SRAs

To find out more, call our planning specialists at
I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA

are also lax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax
bill is every year.

you how much SRAs can lower _v1111r taxes.

information kit. plus a free slide-calculator that shows
Call today - it couldn 't hurt.

317 S. Broadway• 686-7435
Downtown McAllen
Medicaid Accepted
Mon.-Fri. 9-6 p.m. • Sat. 9-2 p.m.

Pt".,.:'

•s1"'uJ,1r,J o'
lr1.,11ri111u· Rt1/11J_4/ A,,,1/_y.11,.,, )994; Lipper Analytic.al Services, Inc., Lipp(r-JJirrt't11r.1 ' A111il.v11m( /Jt1111, 1994 (Quanerly) CREF
cc rulic-~ttu ,He dis1ribu1cd by TIAA-C REF Individual and lnstilutional Serv1cu. Inc-. For more complete 1nform.t11on, including ch .. rge1 and
expenses. call I 800-842~2733, n l. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospe<'tus carefolly before you invest or send money.

70~ S. 10th St., 682-3126
McAllen (Across Pep Boys)
Mon-Fri. 10-7 p.m. , Sat 9-6 p.m.

$ 2 8
·-------------------------------·
·--------------------·
I !:!!i~~~SSIONA L EYE EXAMINATION
I Coupon required. Eyeglaaa exam
I only. Contact lena exam extra.

I
I
I

EXPIRES 3 .31 . 95 • SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

•ExAM'r"1'l'Tia ~·& coNTACTs

I
I

99

----------•

Include• contact lena exam end one
pair of clear daily weer aoft contacta.

••

E n suring t he future
for t h ose -wh o sh ape it."'

107 E. Main St.
Rio Grande City
Medicaid Accepted
(210) 487-5052

COUPON REQUIR ED • EXPIRES 3-31-95 • SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

$

I
I

I

-------------------·
·-------------------s1 2 9 ·
·--------------------------------·
I COLOR CONTACTS

Include• • One pair colored daily weer lensea •
Starter kit Contact lens, exam & follow-up care extra.

I
I .

C OUPON REQUIR ED• EXPIRES 3·3 1-95 • SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

I

I
I

